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Voinovich challenges
Celeste's education plans
By TOM VONDRUSKA
(ruanUan Staff Writer
Local control of schools would
be los: under U. Gov. Richard
Celeste's school finance plan
George Voinovich, Republican
candidate fur lieutenant governor'
charged, during a 12 hour campaign swing through the Greater
Dayton area yesterday.
"One thing we already know
about the Celeste plan is that he
is going to increase the state
income tax," Voinovich was
quoted in a press release. "However. hidde: beneath the surface
is a scheme to deprive local
communities' control of their
schools."
CELESTE, THE democratic gubernatorial candidate, has said
his plan, which calls for the
creation of a fund specifically
earmarked for schools, would not
raise taxes.
Voinovich was asked how the
Republican plan substantially differed from Celeste's and he
declined to answer, saying, "Celest has not told us his plans."
The plan Vionovich supports
calls for the earmarking of lottery

funds and state income tax revenues specifically for education
with the balance being made up
of funds from sales tax and the
state's general fund as well as
property taxes. No tax increase
would be needed because of a
projected $3.3 billion increase in
state money from inflation.
THE PLAN ALSO calls for the
freezing of property taxes
through reassessments of propel ty value. Instead of the unvoted
increase every six years the
difference would be made up
from the state's general fund.
Voinovich stated.
"We're not going to cut it in
half as DickCelestesuggests," he
said, calling his program more
realistic than Celeste's.
He did. however, see some
problems with relying on the
property tax. If a current suit
contesting property tax as a
means of funding education is
decided against the state by the
Ohio Supreme Court, he said.
"We will have to go back to the
drawing board.
"WHAT IT (a decision against
the property tax) would mean is

Student Affairs Committee

that the current system does not
give all boys and girls in the state
an equal education."
A new system comprised of
figuring per pupil costs with the
state making up the difference
would then have to be created, he
explained.
Noting that "Ohio voters are
not in the mood" for a tax
increase to solve the schools'
fiscal problems. Voinovich said
the burden will fall on the schools
themselves.
"BECAUSE WE will be losing
15 percent (of the current students) it doesn't mean we will
have a corresponding decrease in
cost. The schools will have to
behave like any other business
losing customers and have to cut
back, especially on overhead. I do
not mean on the quality of
education."
Voinovich also said he forsees
an increase in the cost of higher
education which would be made
up from an additional 52.2 billion
increase in state funding.
He said Celeste has put forward his plan because he is in the
pocket of the Ohio Education

George Voinovich, candidate for U. Governor.
Association who would like to see
more centralized control of
schools because it is "easier to
lobbe ; 131 legislators in Columbus" than approaching all the
state's school boards separately.
"IT STANDS TO reason that
you will do everything you are
told when someone else is paying
your bills." he said, adding that
the plan would make the stale
into one giant school district.
He said the main issue of the

current gubernatorial race is not
education but "who will guide the
Ohio ship of state into the 1980s."
Voinovich charged that Celeste
does not have enough management experience to be an effective governor.
"HE HAS ONLY two terms as a
state legislator, four years of
being Lt. Gov., and four years of
being majority leader (of the state
senate). I have more management
experience than he has and he's
running for governor."

Student representation increases

Bv LORA LEWIS
Guardian Stall Writer
The Student Affairs Committee
of the Wright State Academic
Council agreed Monday to decrease the number of faculty
members on the committee from
six to five, and increase student
representation, from two to three
members.
The loss of one faculty representative will result in a need for
some type ofrotationalrepresentation for the diflerent schools
colleges. The three new student
positions will be appointed by the
Student Caucus.
THE STUDENT Affairs Committee plans to recommend to the
Steering Committee three proposal.!:
The Steering Committee will
appoint the faculty members and

determine the rotation of faculty
from the various schools and
colleges.
- Student Caucus will appoint
the student members for the
committee.
- The Administrative Representative will be the vice-presid»st for student affairs or his/her
designate.
The next topic for discussion
concerned the Student Ombudsman's Office.
The committee noted that the
ombudsman is underpaid for the
amount of work done by the
office. The members expressed
concern that future candidates for
the position would not be willing
to work for the salary now
available.
THE JOB IS considered to be
part-time. Expanding it to higher

Wednesday'
weather

Increasing cloudiness today with the possibility of afternoon
showers. High in She upper 60s.
Chance of showers tonight and Thursday. Low tonight in the mid
40s. high Thursday in the high 60s.

correction

In the Oct. 20 edition, the DAILY GUARDIAN reported on the
black faculty/staff meeting in which the name of Dr. Ann Shearer
was misspelled. Our apologies.

paying, full-time rank would
mean that a student would be
ineligible for the job.
Terry Burns, the Liberal Arts
Representative, suggested that
most students would not want to
discuss their problems with a
non-student ombudsman. He
based this opinion on a smallscale survey he conducted among
the students.
The members discussed a pro-

posal to convert the position to a
joint faculty/studcnt ombudsman
office. This proposition was rejected since the staff and faculty
have unions and grievance committees to handle their problems.
The members felt the ombudsman's office would only be
needed by students.
WILLIAM RICKERT. a faculty
member from the communications department, recommended

that the job n main a student
position. He s u ^ e s t e d an increase in funds for the office to be
used for hiring nioic part-time
students.
The committee decided to start
collecting data concerning the
number of hours worked and the
number of cases handled by the
ombudsman's office before deciding what to do about the
position.

Student ill from smoke inhalation
By CHUCK STEVENS
Guardian Associate Writer
James Hill, a student at Wright
State, became ill after fighting a
fire in the School of Medicine
basement. Oct. 17.
Hill discovered the fire, pulled
a fire alarm, but then brought the
fire under control with a fire
extinguisher before the Fairbom
Fire Department arrived. Later
that evening, he became ill and
was taken to Greene Memorial
Hospital, where he was treated f o r
smoke inhalation. Hill said. He
indicated that the extinguisher's

contents had an unusually strong
smell and may have been the
cause of his illness, though, he
said "it was probably the
smoke."
WSU POLICE SAID Clifford
Smith, of the Fairborn Fire Department. would report the fire a.,
accidental. The fire was respotfible tor extensive water damage
to supplies stored in a custodial
closet in the rcstroom, but the
restroom itself was not damaged,
according to the police. No official
estimate was available as to the
cost of water and smoke damage.
Other police business included

reports of three thefts. Air Force
Lt. Col. Raymond Madison was
the victim of thieves in She latest
of a series of locker room brcafcins in the Physical Education
Building. According "o WSU police Madison lost $30 in cash. The
thieves forced the lock on his
leckef open with some type of tool

Oct. t i

Greg Topmiller reported to
WSU police. Oct. 16, thii several
of his boois - e r e stolen. The
books, vali/eci et $43. were taken
from the computer tutor room.
See -POLICE BLOTTER,'
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( UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL j
Israeli cabinet holds lengthy session
to discuss peace proposal
UP1The l*»el cabinet recessed
titer a lengthy debate yesterday
and postponed a "fateful decision" on whether to approve a
peace treaty with Egypt. Government source* aald President Carlir appealed to Israel to endorse
the pact.
The 17-member cabinet completed half the deliberations on
the draft treaty and decided to
recess until Wednesday morning
after 11 hours of debate that
began Monday night.
FOREIGN MINISTER Moshe
Dayan and Defense Minister Ezer
Weizman briefed the parliamentary Foreign Affairs and Defense
Committee on the draft pact
immediately after the special
cabinet session.
Israeli Finance Minister Simcha Erlich told reportets afterward the cabinet session was

running so long because "these
are fateful decisions and difficult
subjects." It shaped up as one of
the longest c»binet sessions in
Israeli history.
HE SAID when asked whether
the cabinet will approve the
treaty. "I hope so, yes."
Energy Minister Yitzhak Modai, one of four known hardliners
in the cabinet, indicated the
ministers were grappling over
whether the treaty would give
Israel sufficient security or if it
contained inherent dangers to
Israel's future.
Modai was asked if the treaty
as presented by Dayan is acceptable.
"IF THE GOAL is peace, then It
Is acceptable," he said. "But If
this Is a tactical step with great
dangers that leave peace In
qqestlou, 'hen It Is unacceptable.

In the draft that we have today
there are some points that may
Indicate this."
Modai described the cabinet
meeting in Bcgin's office as
"very thorough and very lengthy."
Erlich said he though! $4 billion
would be enough to pay for
Israel's military and civilian withdrawal from the Sinai desert
under the terms of the proposed
treaty. The United States repottedly would pay the bill.
Israeli oppositioti Labor party
leader Shimon Peres said in a
national radio interview the United States has become the most
important partner of the tripartite
treaty talks at the expense of the
independence of Egypt and Israel.
CARTER, IN A cable relayed
by the US Embassy, asked Israeli

Prime Minister Mcnachem Begin
and his 17 ministers to endorse
the treaty drawn up under his
mediation between the Egyptian
and Israeli delegations to the
Washington peace talks, government sources said.
The pact, based on the Camp
David frameworks for peace
worked out by Carter in September, would be the first treaty ever
between an Arab state and Israel.
Israeli sources said Begin was
unhappy with some of the provisions in the draft and will seek
some amendments during the
special cabinet session that might
go over until Wednesday.
But the sources said Israel
probably will not reject the.draft
despite the amendments that
could be attached to the nine-article document.
The semiofficial Egyptian

newspaper Al Ahram, in its first
edition today, described amendments sought by President Anwar
Sadat as "basic." But in later
editions, the newspaper backtracked, dropping the word "basic" and saying "certain amendments" instead.
Prime Minister Mustafa Khalil
said the demand did not amount
to a rejection of the draft and
expressed confidence EgyptianIsraeli differences can be resolved.
IN WASHINGTON, US officials
said they expected the pact to be
initialed this week despite Sadat s
request that the treaty call for
progress on solving the Palestinian problem.
Tentative plans were also being
made for Carter to travel to the
Middle East as soon as the pact is
initialed.

Celeste-Rhodes present education plans
COLL'MBl'S (UP1) - Gov. James
A. Rhodes expanded the promises of his education program
Tuesday and repeated that not a
single school district ta Ohio Is
closed because of a lack of state
funds.
But the governor backed off an
earlier statement that school districts would not have to repay
state loans, and he refused to
discuss his ideas for changing
Ohio's school subsidy distribution
formula which has been ruled
unconstitutional.
MEANWHILE, RHODES' Democratic opponent, Lt. Gov. Richard F. Celeste, said he cannot
guarantee his plan for school
financing will not require increasing taxes.
But he added that his plan
"will not cost one penny more
than Jim Rhodes' plan will cost,
assuming we're both equally
seriously committed to solving
Ohio's school problems."
Rhodes and Celeste appeared
separately before an audience of
about 500 at a meeting of the Ohio
Congress of Parents and Teachers. Both were subjected to
intensive questioning about their
education plans.

THE GOVERNOR said his plan
will provide enough state money,
even without local property tax
increases, to raise average teachers' salaries by more than $1,100
a year over four years.
However, he added these two
conditions: that school administrators continue to apply the same
percentage of their bugdets to
teachers' salaries, and that they
tailor their budgets to declining
enrollments.
RHODES PROMISED teachers
a $1,000 pay raise when he ran for
governor in 1974.
The governor also told the PTA
his education plan would allow
money for improved pupil-teacher
ratios. "And our non-certified
employees could receive a cost-ofliving increase under our proposal," he said.
"Today, not one school is
closed because of a lack of state
financial aid." the governor said.
REMINDED AFTERWARDS
thai a school district in Crawford
County is closed for lack of
money. Rhodes replied:
"That's their money, that's not
our money. They closed because
of their own choosing. If they
borrow from us (the state) they

Result of heroin conviction

can open tomorrow .
On repaying state loans, the
governor agreed under questioning "they have to be repaid. It's
the law now." Earlier he had
predicted the Legislature would
change that next year.
"IF THEY THE legislators say
they want to repeal that section of
the law. then they'll do it." he
told the PTA.
And Rhodes, who wants to fully
fund the current "equal yield"
distribution formula, declined to
agree it is unconstitutional although a Hamilton County judge
has so ruled.
Celeste outlined his own edication plan, saying he wants to
replace the "equal yield" formula
with a basic state minimum
per-pupll subsidy from a special
fund r a/marked for education
from r«rmal state resources.
Again, Celeste declined to give
a price tag and complained about
"the phony charges launched by
my opponent in the biggest 'buy
and lie' campaign I've ever
seen." He referred to Rhodes'
charges that his plan will double
the state income tax.
"IT'S NOT going to cost Dick
Celeste one more penny thjn it's

going to cost Jim Rhodes to take
care of the schools, assuming
we both have the same commitment," he said.
Celeste was asked point-blank
whether his plan will increase the
income tax.
^ "1 cannot give you an assurance either way." he replied.
"My commitment to you is to try
to avoid any overall increase in
taxes."
"WHERE IS the money coming
from?" asked one member of the
audience. "From your pocket and
mine, where it always comes
from." answered the candidate.
"Some people say it ought to
come from the sales tax. "My
personal preference is the personal and corporate income taxes."
Rhodes dwelled heavily on local
control of schools.
"1 am totallv and completely
dedicated to local control of your
schools." he said. "I will continue to stand against effort; So
impose costly mandates on I oca.!
school districts in Ohio."
HE DEFENDED his administration's projections that an extra
$1.1 billion can be spent on
education in the next
four years
—

without new taxes. "That's conservative," he said. "The people
that made these projections have
never had a deficit."
Celeste asked for cooperation
In putting together an education
policy . "We fall our children If we
let our schools continue to be the
national disgrace tliey are today," he said.
The candidate was asked point
edly what the Ohio Education
Association the statewide teachers organization expects in return
for endorsing him.
"THAT I am committed to a
solid public education program
for our children," he answered.
Then he added that Rhodes ha-,
previously sought OEA endorsement "but he didn't bother this
time because his record is so bad
he knew they'd say 'no.'"
There were a number of groans
from the audience.
Celeste said schools should noi
be dependent for growth on local
property taxes, but "there sho-;W
always be local support for school
programs. Nothing takes aw»v
from local control like that loan
fund we have that she governor
wants to make a part of permanent
he added.
nt law,"
ia

Rolling Stones guitarist ordered to give benefit
TORONTO (UPi) Rolling Stones
guitarist Keith Richardswas given
a one-year suspended sentence
yesterday on his conviction of
possession of heroin and ordered
to give a benefit performance for
the blind.
County Court Judge Uoyd Graburn also ordered the millionaire
rock star to continue treatment for
heroin addiction at a private psychiatric clinic in New York and he
placed him on a year's probation.

He ruled Richards must report
twice a year to a probation officer
and submit medical reports on his
drug treatment.
GRABURN SURPRISED the
nearly 100 spectators in the
packed courtroom when he told
Richards to arrange "with six
months of the beginning of his
probation" a benefit performance
at the Canadian National Institute
of the Blind in Toronto, either
solo or with a band of his choice.

A source close to the group said
Richards had pleaded guilty | through his lawyer, he denied he
Monday Richards could be barred
Monday to simple possession of planned to sell the dreg.
from performing in the United
heroin. The crown prosecutor
PROSECUTOR PAUL Kennedy
immediately withdrew charges of asked for a 6 to 12 month prison States and other countries. The
possession of heroin for the term while defense attorney Aus- conviction could also cancvl the
purpose of trafficking - which tin Cooper recommended proba- Stones' planned 1979 toir in
Australia, Japan and Third Vorld
could have sent him to prison for tion.
countries.
life - and a charge of possession of
The heroin conviction,
THE SOURCE SAID the band
cocaine.
Richards second in five years,
Richard admitted owning near- could end the live performance has recorded enough material for
another
album and would settle
ly 1 ounce of heroin that police days of the Stones, one of the
took from his downtown hotel world's most durable and suc- for making albums instead of
touring, if Richard was unable io
suite in February 1977. But,
cessful rock bands.
travel.
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Walk into the incredible true
experience of Billy Hayes.
And bring all the courage
you can.
BIIXY HAYES
APRIJ

NEW YORK. NEW YORK
Bl.UK

XXX

X

X
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COIUMK* PlCTURtS Pwserts A CASABLANCA faMWORKS Production ol

An ALAN PARKER Film MIDNIGHT EXPRESS Executive Pioducer PETER GUBERw,» OLIVER STONE
iwtawnALAN MARSHALL-DAVID PUTTNAMAWN PARKER WM>,GIORGIO MORODER
Based on the true story ol Billy Hayes Irom the book Midnight Express by BILLY HAYES and WILLIAM HOfFER
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Starts Friday, October 27
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Dayton Mall, Salem Mall
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Opinions
Juice anyone?

peA NUTS'.
'ANDY '

Oer n
mci 25 cem*!
ptfiNUTS [

!n current TV commercials Governor James Rhodes says he
will raise over $1 billion, wilhoul raising taxes for Ohio
residents, to cover the cost of keeping our public schools open.
Wiihout raising taxes • - maybe we should watch out for toll
Rhodes instead of interstate^. Ot maybe our governor will just
open up popcorn and tomato juice stands next to all the Wendy's
in Ohio to raise the money.

Sub-caucus:
second meeting
The second meeting of the Liberal Arts sub-caucus wi/l be held
tinlay in riH>m 275 MilletI at 4 p.m.
This is caucus member Terry Hums' second attempt at getting
I he pertinent issues before his college. While the last one met with
some success, hopefully the attendance at this meeting will more
than surpass the first one.
The matter Burns has put before his sub-caucus is of importance
/<» the entire school the proposed changes in the Student
Ombudsman's office.
Present at the meeting to discuss this matter will he Student
Ombudsman Jane Lynch and Vice-president elect of the faculty Jim
Saver. Saver origmal/v mtriuluced the idea of changing the Student
Ombudsman s office.
Hums is tit be commended for bringing such a matter close to the
student community. Hopefully students from all the WSU colleges
will attend the meeting.
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Mutual nuclear fear is obsolete?
By JOHN SAI.YER
Guardian Associate Editor
A question often raised about the proliferation
of nuclear weapons in the latter pan of this
century is: Having spent staggering amounts of
time and energy building up mammoth nuclear
arsenals, what has kept the super powers from
unleashing these arsenals during one of the
many political and military confrontations
occuring over the last 20 years?
Until recently, the one overwhelming factor
that has deterred such a war has been t h ; MAD
doctrine. MAD is a rather benign-sounding
acronym for Mutual Assured Destruction. This
precept has been the guiding force behind US
and (supposedly) Soviet defense policies since
both powers gained the ability to effectively
destroy the opponent's civilian population (and
thus their industrial might).
IN EFFECT, the United States and the Soviet
Union have held each others' civilian populations as hostage against a nuclear attack for
some years now.
But recently, some members of the defense
community in the United States have begun
questioning whether or not the Soviets are still
playing by the rules. That is. not taking any
effective measures to insure the safety of at
least a large portion of their civilian populations
(as the United States has been neglecting to do
for several years).
Intelligence reports, from a variety of sources,
have recently indicated that, along with ;tic
Soviets' massive military build-up over the last
decade, they have also begun spending 10 times
as much as the United States for civil defense.
When you couple this with the fact that what
once was a six-to-onr military superiority held
by the Untied States over the Soviets has now
become a six-to-one military superiority in favor
of the Soviets, it becomes a topic of concern.
COULD THERE EVER be a winner in a
nuclear was? Not a winner in the traditions!
sense, or so US defense policy of recent years
would indicate. But what worries this writer is
that the Soviets may be starting to believe they

could win (survive) even through the devastating effects of a nuclear war.
Reports from journalists who have travelled in
the Soviet Union, as well as from Soviets
themselves who have cither defected or were
not afraid to talk to American newsmen, have
indicated that the Soviets have set up what they
claim arc workable evacuation plans for their
large cities. In these large cities, evidence of the
Soviets' preparedness abounds, with blast doors
visible in most large buildings and subway
stations.
It is frightening that the Soviets actually
believe they could survive a nuclear war. Soviet
industry is now undergoing a metamorphosis
that includes decentralization and "hardening"
of existing industry.
"HARDENING" IS the process of fortifying
key pieces of machinery in given factories so
that they could remain intact through anything
short of a direct hit.
Whether or not such methods would be
effective in increasing the odds of survival for
Soviet industry is academic. The question is
wheiiic.- i-r not the Soviets believe they could
survive. For. if they do in fact believe they could
survive, the theory of Mutual Assured Destruction that has so far prevented what man dreads
most is no longer valid.
»<i light of the current economic crunch
threatening the US economy, it is doubtful eny
major federal fund" will be ear-marked for the
"hardening" of American industry or the
improvement of America's dismai ctvil defense
capabilities.
THF. OLTl OOK is oleak indeed. Ore can only
hope the Soviets (as well as the American
government) really want detente. Peaceful
coexistence is possible, if both parties are I
willing to make the compromises necessary to I
mwke it work.
If it doesn't work, then I suggest pecplc start
learning ho'* to make candies, for it will surely
be a long. co!d darkness.
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Participating production in theatre festival
By DANIEL PICKREL
and
CHERYL WILLIS
Guardian Writer*
"Have you ever watched someone die? 1 mean really die?"
That is the question asked by
existentialist Jimmy Porter, the
hostile main character of John
Osborne's Look Back in Anger,
which began a three weekend
engagement at Wright State last
Thursday night.
THE PLAY, directed by Dr.
Robert Britton. heac1 of WSU's
Bachelor of Fine Arts (BFA)
acting program, is being offered
through Nov. 5 in the Celebration
Theatre of the Creative Arts
Building.
The character of Porter is
animatedly portrayed by Bruce
Cromer. Linda D. Tucker plays
his wife. Allison, a passive wo-

man. willing to endure anything
in order to stay with her husband.
(Tiff, who acts as a buffer
between the couple, is played by
Robert Miller 11. the Emcee in last
year's production of Cabaret.
Marianna Harris has the part of
Helena, first the archenemy and
later the mistress of Jimmy. The
part of Allison's father is played
by John Heider.
look Back in Anger was first
presented in Osborne's native
England in October of 1957. It
appeared at the Royal Theatre in
London before crossing the ocean
to appear on Broadway, where it
became one of the top ten plays of
that year. The play met with
mixed reviews; it represented a
revolution that was about to
unfold on the traditional idea of
the hero.
JIMMY PORTER «as the first

antihero figure, opening the
genre of the "angry young man"
characterized in film by Marlon
Brando and James Dean.
According to Britton. the play
had far-reaching implications and
spawned a series of antihero
figures. For the first time, the
hero or protagonist was not
perfect, and was often shown to
be vicious, alone, and even
frightened.
"It is a hateful play." Britton
continued, "yet it gives insight to
yourself in some degrees, and
because of this reflection from
such a nasty character, the play
can make a person uncomfortable. This is the reason that we do
not advise the play for young
audiences; at times the themes
can be extremely heavy."
BRITTON EXPLAINED that
the play was chosen because of its

small cast and set. the opportunity to allow senior acting students
to work in a realistic vein, and
because it will tour easily.
"The play was one of the many
types of piays that 1 want my BFA
students to experience." he said.
"Roles were assigned to each of
the students because the main
objective is that it is a production
of naturalism and realism, and it
is good practice for our students."
Britton went on to explain that
the difference between naturalism and realism is that realism is
a "point of view which has a
dramatic effect. It is an imitation
of life." Naturalism, he added,
"has a detachment to it. It is
scientifically objective. Everything is to be portrayed as
accurately as possible."
THIS PRODUCTION is unique

in that it is entered as a Participating Production in the American College Theatre Festival
(ACTF). The Wright State production will be in competition
with 10 other local universities for
:he opportunity to be in the
regional ACTF at Bowling Green
State University in January. If the
production fares well at Bowling
Green, there is a possibility tha
the play will be going to The John
F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts in the spring.
The play will run from Thursday through Sunday for three
consecutive weekends. Sunday
performances begin at 3 p.m.,
and all other productions will
begin at 8 p.m. A pre-theatre
buffet will be available on Fridays
and Saturdays. For more information and ticket reservations, call
873-2500.

Liberal Arts adds new program in social work
By DANIEL PICKREL
Guardian Associate Writer
After three years of offering an
accredited program in social
work, the Wright State College of
Liberal Arts has added a new
department for that discipline,
under the chairmanship of Dr.
Phillip Engle.
The program was formerly
offered as an interdisciplinary
degree under the departments of
anthropology and sociology. At
that time. Engle was the director
of social work.
ENGLE, WHO has been at
WSU for a year and a half,
received his bachelor's degree
from Ohio State, his masters from
the University of Wisconsin, and
a doctorate from the Universitv of
Utah. He said that he is excited
about his new position because it
will allow him to try out many of
the ideas he had while he was i

professor at the University of
Michigan.
Engle explained that when he
was at Michigan he felt very
confined. The program was already set up, and there wasn't
any chance that "a young whippersnapper of a professor like me
could do anything that would
change the course of this already
traditional program."
The reason that he decided to
take the position of chairman of
social work at Wright State,
Engle said, is that the program is
still looking for its identity. The
identity he is referring to is the
extra slant that makes the program different from any other
offered elsewhere.
ENGLE SAID THAT one possible cognate (a term closely
related to "minor, meaning a
specialization in a particular area

Police blotter
Insiruments calculator, valued at
$55. Larson left the calculator in
(continued from ,tage I)
331 Allyn Hall. When University
where Topmiller had been tutoring1 police cheeked the room at his
other students.
request after he had gone home,
ON OCT. 17 David Larson it was missing. Police are still
reported the theft of his Texas investigating all three incidents.

•S

Bonus tor first tim* donors with this ad

plasma alliance
Blood Alliance, Inc., 165 Helena Street, Dayton, OH 45404

of a given field) is the health
areas that some social workers
deal with.
"Because we have a med
school, there is a possibility of our
students receiving a cognate in
alcoholism, since that is one grant

/T

program that the med school will
be working with. Under this
program, there is the possibility
that undergraduate disciplines
will also develop classes atound
this theme." he explained.
"But it mav not be the wish of

our department to join the bandwagon to give our program a taste
of the health aspects of social
work." Engle added. Developing
a program with its own flavor is
one of the things that he plans to
w»'k on in the coming years.

GOT SATURDAY NIGHT FEVER?
take
DISCO DANCE
a six week comprehensive dance course

Learn the New York Hustle Latin Hustle and Tango Hustle.
$18.00 per single,$33.00 per couple for six week course,
$1.00 off to WSU students with ID
Classes begin Thursday.Nov. 2
at St. Marks Church (basement)
at the corner of Woodman and Burkhardt.
Two instructors trained by Mary Ann Carter
WSU Ballroom Oance Department
to register call 252-1451 or 252-8104

TYPESETTERS

The Daily Guardian is
now accepting applications!
for paid position as typ<
setter (work/study only, will
! train-must type 50-60wpm)
Please apply at the
I Guardian office 046 U.C.
Mm a————I
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Classifieds
For Sale

Autos

TEAC 2340R reel-to-reel with
simultrack 4 ehannwl with full
tape facilities. S600 or best
offer. Mailbox F267. 10-20

FOR SALE: '72 Chevy wagon.
Automatic transmission, power steering and brakes, good
tires. $500. Call the dorm at
873-2231 and leave a message
for Cathy in 227A. 10-20

FOR SALE - Panasonic Stereo
RE-8145 with 8-track player
and two speakers. 3 months
old. Bought SI60 sell $120 or
best offer. Call Dorm 873-2853
and leave message for Mike in
room 328A. 10-20
1971 NORTON 750 Commando New Dunlops. beautiful
and runs good, too. Affordable
classic, asking $750. Mailbox
J154. 10-20
FOR SALE: Two speakers &
8-track tape deck Sound Design brand. Will sell speakers
without tape deck. $75.00 both
or $45-speakcrs. $3S-tape
deck. 873-30C2 before 7:00.
252-1015 after 7:00 p.m. 10-20
STEREO BSR Turntable, 2
speakers. 30 watts, Bass, Volume, Treble. Balance controls,
year old. $45.00. Need to sell.
Phone 854-1302. 10-20
FOR SALE: Coleman portable
Catalytic Heater. 3,000-5,000
BTU. Adjustable. Burns Coleman fuel. 3 quarts = 20 hours.
Only used twice. Must sell.
Great buv $30. ContaC box
PI SI or call 426-1597 betw een
5 and 7 p.m. 10-25
QllEEN SIZE bed. tea table,
dining table and 3 chairs. Call
after 6 p.m. 426-3364. 10-25
FREE TO GOOD HOME .1
months ok! German Shepherd
puppy • female. Respond to
box RSI 1. 10-25
FOR SALE Bridal gown and
Bridal veil, size 10 white long
sleeve $100. If interested,
leave a note in mailbox E63.
Include name and phone. 1025
NORDICA SKI BOOTS, excellent condition! Only worn 3
times. $150. Size 7'/i-8 mens'
will fit size 7-7'/i women's.
Call Lisa 298-5206 afte. 6 p.m.
10-15
FOR SALE - Suede coat/jacket. tanner's brown in color,
female size 7. excellent conditio!.- and clean - $35.00 also
Kenwood Belt-drive turntable
• au-.o-return, lunged dust
covei excellent playing condition, 5 yrs. old with new belt
and new cartridge/stylus. $60.
Please caT 372-3121 evenings
and leave message. Vicki Dean
or leave message in Allyn Hall
Lounge Box B156. 10-25
ATTENTION MEN AND women. Afraid to have your long
hair cut? We are specialists in
long hair styling. We also
feature the Travolta and Donnie A Marie cuts and the new
disco look. Call Mr. World
Hair Desigters. 225-5215 or
*54-4323. 1-10-18-4

BABYSITTER: My home in
Springfield, 7 a.m.-4 p.m.
Dcc. 4-15 during fall break. 4
yr. old in school till noon. Mi 10
year old till 3:30. Call 1-3239284 10-25

Wanted

1974 FORD WINDOW van.
Fair condition. $175.00. Call
323-4915 between 7 a.m. and 3
p.m. Mon - Fri. or call
873-3211. 10-20

MA LB needs room male lo
share Apt. 10 mins from
Wright Slate. $92.50 plus utilities. Come to Woodman Pk.
Dr. »4905 Apt. 8 or call
254-75%. 10-18-4

1963 FORD ECONOLINE van/
camper - pop top. sink, stove,
ice box. engine A-l, body
needs work. Asking $250.
Mailbox J154. 10-20

RIDE NEEDED:
Monday
nights 3:30 or 4:00 from N. end
of Fairborn to campus and
back after 6:30. Call after 4:30
878-5035. 9-29
•WITNESS TO ACCIDENT"
wanted at Col Glenn and
Kauffman. Fairborn approximately 6:00 p.m. Saturday.
September 30, 1978 between
small white 1965 Plymouth
Valiant. 2 door and late model
small green Buick. Call Mantle
Oil, 252-8281. "previous number in error."

1972 PINTO WAGON, needs
work. $225 or best offer.
Mailbox F267. 10-20
1970 VW FASTBACK. New
muffler and master cylinder.
Very good condition. Call 2773678 evenings. Asking $750.
10 25
'73 PINTO RUNABOUT. 2000
cc. 4 sp., air. deluxe interior,
radials. new battery exhaust,
brakes. 26 mpg. must sell.
$950 or best offer. 434-0451 or
Box E702. 10-25
1973 CHEVROLET CAPRICE
Estate Wagon. Good condition
80,000 miles. $800. Call 2985206 after 6:00 p.m. 10-25
CLASSY 1970 MGB/GT 2 plus
2 Hatchback with folding rear
scat, runs great, near perfect
interior and exterior with
beautiful English chrome wire
wheels Only 55.000 mi. will
not lose value. First $2,250
must see! Photo in box G721.
Call 254-1844 or 429-3942.
10-25
1972 SAAB SONNET, sports
coupe.
AM-FM
cass'-'tte,
79,000 miles, excellent condition. radials. front-wheel drive
- great winter sports car.
$1750. Call 878-4472 before 10
a.m.. after 8 p.m. weekdays,
all day weekends. 10-25

Help Wanted
RESEARCHER NEEDED for
Student Caucus. 20 hrs. per
wk. tvailable at $2.65 per hr.
Apply in 031 U.C. 10-20

SHOW OHIO Dominican what
Ball State and Eastern taught
usl Let's win our last home
game. Mom. 10-20
C.K., WELL here your name is
agiain in print. Are you impressed? And now a poem.
now you're a PHI and soon to
be a Mu but to me you'll
always be screwed." Phi, Phi..
The Great White Rhino. 10-20
ED GERAGHTY - Keep up
your fantastic ball work! 10-20
THANK YOU to the 4 guys
who helped start my car Tuesday October 17 outside the
P.E. Building in C. Thanks!
10-20
MARY ROBINSON - May you
always boogie. Your Phi Mu
secret sis. 10-20
SEXY - How about some more
goals! Your wife will be proud.
10-20
VINEY - Keep heading those
soccer balls! 10-20

WANTED: Snow Plow Blade
for Chevy '/,ton truck. Call
323-4915 between 7 p m.and 3
p.m. Mon. - Fri. Ask for Dick.
Mike or Nando. 10-20

CONGRATULATIONS
to
Frank. Doug. Rick. Randy.
Steve, Lloyd. Mike. Greg.
Don. Tim, Paul. Jessie. Bob,
Jeff and Greg. Get Ready for
initiation. You've picked the
best!! Lots of Love - The Roses
of Pi Kappa Phi! 10-20

NEEDED: Ride from Huber
Heights to WSU on M.W.T.
for 8 o'clock classes. Need ride
for approximately 1 month.
Will share expenses. Phone
233-6427. ask for Tim. 10-20

JOANNE - what drinks beer,
eats oatmeal, smokes Salems
and always says "You guys
arc picking on me." But we
love you anyway -- your secret
buddy. 10-20

NEED MATTRESS in good
condition. Double bed size mailbox K20 10-20
LOST: Pocket Calculator SR
50A. Reward for recovery $10.
10-20
MUSICIANS to form a PUNK
band wanted. Mailbox K63.
10-25
CIVIL WAR artifacts wanted.
Confederate preferred but will
consider Union. Contact Larry
. G578. 10-25
WANTED - Potential Campus
Leaders, apply to the Office of
Student Development for the
Leadership Lab Nov. 3, 4. 5.
Apply by Oct. 27. 10-2S
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted for house close to WSU.
Mailbox 0217. 10-25
HOUSE to Share - Large house
in Huber Heights - 10 min.
from school includes family
room with wood burning fireplace - own bedroom - share
house privileges - $100 per
month flat. Ph. 2236427, 10-25

GYMNASTICS
instructor.
Male or female to teach girk.
Part-time evenings maybe Saturdays. Midwest Ohio Gymnastics. Enon, call 864-72 after
4 ;30 p.m. x-10-13-4
WANT A JOB and a place to
live? 16 hours per week at
$3.00/hr. for male attendant to
aid a handicapped student.
Share a nice apartment 3 miles
from W.S.U. Call 878-2129 or
leave note in mailbox W490.
10-11

| GOOD LUCK sons against
Ohio University Thursday. Remember triangle passes will
win the game! 10-20

Miscellaneous

HOLAl Spanish Club's third
meeting will be this Wednesday. Oct. 25 at 2:00 in 118
Millett. Guest speaker will be
Di Cambria. See you there!
10-25

S

PI KAPPS Thanks for showing my sisters and I a great
time Friday. I'm proud to be a
Rose of Pi Kappa Phi! Zeta
love and mine. Deb. P S. Get
psyched for water polo!! We
can win them all. 10-20
WHO CAN help you untangle
your university problems? The
Ombudsman can! Stop by our
office in 192 Allyn Hall ext.
2242. 10-11
TO THE BROTHERS and Lil'
Sisses of Pi Kappa Phi. Congratulations to the best water
polo team around! Keep on
scoring!! Good Luck in football
against Sig Eps' Love - Your
Rose! 10-20
HELLO PUMPKIN. I'm just
writing to wish you a happy
sweetest day - I !ove you.
Wonder Woman. 10-20
PHI TAUS. To the one and
only, the Best Fraternity on
Campus PHI KAPPA TAUI
We're glad to be aboard! Love
ya bunches! C. HUderbi-andt The #1 little sisters Lil* Taus.
10-25
GEORGIE -Porgie Puddin and
pie. You kiss tfce girls and
make 'em sigh, (don't worry
Georgie I'd never cry) L-.-ve,
your lil' sis. 10-25
THE MINUTE they walk in the
rat, we could tell they were
from the Fra>, Phi Kappa Tau.
Hey Big Brothers come & have
a drink with us. Love, Your Lil'
Sis. 10-25

PI KAPPS: Roses are red.
Violets are blue. Sig Ep beats
you at softball. and football
too! 10-25
SIGMA PHI EPSILON - Congratulations - Once again
you've crushed the Pi Kapps
in football. You will always be
the big #1 at WSU! 10-25
TO CASEY. Thanks a big lot
for all the fantastic effort you
put into getting us lil' sis's
going. We love you! Lil'
Taus. 10-25
RICKY. I know you'll make a
great big brother. Let's keep it
in the family. Phi Tau Love
Twinkle. 10-25
MIKEY. Show those teeth for
awhile, always show that pretty smile! Little one. 10-25
JODY. To my big brother.
There can be no other. I'm
hopelessly devoted to you! So
sit back and rest for you are
the best, you macho oh macho
man you! Bubbles. 10-25
| PEBBLE'S Good luck with
tryout's. You can do it. From
Lil Buckaroo. 10-25
BETA THETA Pi invites all
WSU Greeks to join us at the
Dixie Electric Co. Free Admission with Greek shirt. Sec you
there! 10-20
ALPHA XI Delta: Thanks for
the great party at Wittenberg.
The Wittenberg Betas said to
relay their thanks also. Beta
The?a Pi. 10-20
THE SISTERS of Delta Zcta
would like to announce the
members of the Omicron
Pledge Class: Tammie Collins.
Pam Davie. Jenni Davis. Susan Hall. Margie Lantz. Robin
Mitman, Debbie Nichol, Shelly
O'Mera, Beth Powell and Carrie Sweeney. Welcome to the
bond of Delta Zcta sisterhood!
10-20
BRETT. You have been a
fantastic president for the Phi
Taus and I know you'll be just
as good a big bttchcr Phi Tau
Love. Debbie. 10-25
PHI MU Alpha Sinfona Fraternity, Theta Eii Chapter,
announces its second meeting
Wed.. Nov. 1 at 5:00. Sinforians should meet on the second
floor of the Music Dept. in
CAC. Our annual objectives
will be discussed. D-ies are
due Wed. Oct. 25. 50-25
SWEETHEARTS are coming
soon! Catch some of the action
- vole for your sveitheartl
. 10-25
TO GEORGIE. Yoa'ie the Best
Big Brother, I'd ae«er take
another. You're really great,
nlsie no mistake. Your L«I'
Sis. 1&25
PHIL. To one wild 4 crazy
guy. I'm thrilied, chilled <k
excited lobe your til' sis. Let's
get together & plan some wild
At crizy adventures. Love.
Your f oxy American Si»:e'
10-25
TO THE ONE 'hot
ihe
most. Knc.wing you won't be
able to read this does not make
it any easier to write. Actually
it is harder but. remember you
are in My thoughts always. I
love yews. The one across the
ocean. SO-25
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Devo's philosophy is based on de-evolution
B, R.L. METCALF
Guardian Munlc Writer
0: ARE WE NOT MEN? A:
WE ARE DEVO!, DEVO- Akron
new wave band DEVO generated
a wide range of reactions when
they appeared on NBC's Saturday
Night Live recently:
I thought
they were hilarious. Everyone
else hated them.

as the cello-backed ballad. You
Looked So Pretty When, and a
reggae parody. Bring Your
Friend.
I'm not sure whether the lyrics
on this Ip are more trivial than on
the first, o! having them available
on a lyric sheet merely makes
them seem so outside the context
of the record. Since Alexander's

DEVO puts forth a philosophy
of entropy, which they call deevolution. It is evident in their
lyrics and in their music, which
they describe as "the sound of
things falling apart." Their lyrics
and publicity material are rich

vocals often make understanding
the words difficult, the sheet
comes in handy. But in most
cases how he delivers a line is
much more important than what
the line says. The lyrics are
merely a vehicle for his richly
eccentric voice.

with reference to mechanization,
mutations, and "sp-jJs" ("normal, middle-class, quietly de-evolving types). They are credited
on the Ip as Mark. Alan, Jerry,
Bob 1 and Bob 2. Beginning to get
the idea?
One representative tunc is
Jocko Homo, featuring the chant
which serves as the album's title:
"Are we not men? We are
DEVO!" It has an unsettlingly
mechanical sound, which fits in
with their androidal live performance.
ONE OF THE best tunes on the
album is 1/ Can t Get No) Satisfaction. The Richards-Jaggcr statement on the depersonalization of
society is perfect for the DEVO
treatment. All of the anger is
taken out of it. and it is delivered
in a mechanical, dispassionate
way. The narrator of the DEVO
version does not expect satisfaction; it doesn't really eiist in their
world. Their twisted version of

Devo's android look *nd Hound raises I he question "Are the) men?"
the song is funny, yet effective.
It isn't likely that DEVO will
gain » great measure of popularity. Several of their songs (Mongoloid. Praying Hands, Slap Your
Mammy) are going to be offensive to many. Yet they're making
their ofTcnsiveness and repulsiveness work for them to make some
interesting statements.

BOOM BAND) earlier this year
proved to be one of the most
interesting rock albums (although
temptation to label them "new
wave" is great, they are in a class
by themselves) cf the year.
MEANWHILE continues the

less dense than on the previous
Ip; there arc some surprises, such

Half the fun is picking out
Alexander's frequent allusions to
older songs ("Love me tender/
Treat me raw...," he croons in
Pretty When; Mass. 4ve. lifts
"leaning on a parking meter"
from Van Morrison and Them's
Gloria.).

F^ORTOTI
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General Anathesia
Finest Medical Oa.«
Available Toll Free 9-9

Unparalleled opportunity exists for college
students soon to graduate to acquire

REGENESIS SHOP

, / l ^ n t c .fo%:

experience and training in management.

Furniture Re finishing

If you are in good health and seeking a

Moderate prices Handcrafted quafty
Free pick-up and deivery

challenging career, mail your resume to:

M-F 1 to 5
Sat. 10-2

LCDR Doug Harrington
200 N. High, Suite 609
Columbus, Ohio. 43215

BILLIARD EXPERT PAUL GERNI
& SWEDISH BILLIARD EXPERT
MATS NOREN

Ad paid for by U.S. Navy.

J^utohaui

COMING TUESDAY , OCT 31
FROM 1-2 IN 109 OLEMAN

*
|
Admission, .50 for students;
$1.00 for non-students

rhythms of Severin Grossman and
David McLean, and the idiosyncratic vocals of Alexander, However. Craig Leon's production is

Management Opportunity

MEAN WHILE...BACK IN THE
STATES, Willie Alexander and
the Boom Boom Band. This
band's debut album (WILLIE
ALEXANDER AND THE BOOM

519 Salem Ave.
277-3606

tradition of biting guitar solos by
Billy Loosigian. the thumping

ONE OF THE exceptions to this
rule is Mass. Ave., a tribute to
Alexander's
favorite
Boston
haunts and the people who frequent them. With a minimum of
words, he seems to capture their
spirit in lines such as "Looking
lucid, looking juiced/Looking
jaded, looking faded on Mass.
Ave...."

BMW
DATSUN

CZftci'
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Sales and Service
1550 KAUFFMAN AVENUE
FAIRBORN
878-7322
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Cross Country team confident about regionals
By RICK JOHNSON
Guardian Auoclate Writer
After placing fourth in their last
meet in Western Kentucky, members of the Cross Country team
feel confident about the upcoming
regionals to be held in Chicago
this Saturday.
Runners Gary Loe •, Dave
Myers, and Bob Staley, along
with coach Bob Schul. commented on their last meet.
MYERS, FELT that some credit
for Saturday's results should go
to Loe. Myers stated that "Loe
stayed right up there for about
three miles, before finally dropping back. He's definitely improving."
As for Loe. he felt the competition was steep. "We (the team)
came in fourth with about US

points. Western Kentucky, who
won their own meet, had 23. with
the lowest points possible being
15.
"Western Kentucky has some
people from Great Britain," Loe
continued. "They've been a big
power this year and arc probably
one of the top teams in the
nation."
STALEY REMARKED that
eviryone worked hard and stated
he was not worried about the past
but was gearing up for the two
important meets in the future.
According to Staley. the team
will go through special training
for regionals this Saturday.
"We'll cut down our workouts
a little bit. and relax a little at this
point. Most of us arc on a diet.
"For four days, we've been off
carbohydrates, but the next three

we'll start loading up on carbohydrates. These nutrients will be
absorbed into the muscle tissue,
and should help us in the race.
The timing has to be right,
however, or our runners won't be
at their ocak."
SOME TEAM mates commented on the upcoming nationals,
which they will attend the following week in Indiana, if they
qualify. Some of the team runners
made predictions concerning the
nationals., the majority feeling
the team would qualify.

days we'll be stuffing ourselves
with them."
COACH SCHUL said he was
pleased with last Saturday's meet
and explained that, "Western
Kentucky is the powerhouse and
have runners from England who
arc in their mid-twenties. It's
hard for our people to compete
with them."

seventh.
"We're stronger in the top five
men right now. In fact, all our
runners are better and stronger
than before, but Eastern Illinois
might still knock us off in the
Regionals."

COMMENTED MYERS, Our
region is the Great Lakes. Its the
toughest in the nation. Eastern
Illinois, which is part of the
region, had all All-Americans on
their top five man squad last year.
I think most of them are back."
Loe added that. "The teams we
Qn the nationals. Loe said. have to look out for are Akron,
Eastern Illinois, and Chicago
"Yes. that's tne oniy prediction I
can give. 1 can't say where we'll Circle.
place, but everybody's shooting
"As a team. Eastern Illinois
for at least seventh place. Last should be tough. That's not to say
year, we came in sixteenth place, we are worried. We'll do all right
and the vear before it was against them."

As for future meets, Schul
stated that. "We've been working very hard. We've been tapering off our workouts so we'll have
an energy reserve by Saturday."
Schul also elaborated on the
teams diet, stating. "We've been
on an almost pure protein diet
right now. but Wednesday night.

Wrestling team's goal is to be undefeated
By LONNIE AD KINS
Guardian Special Writer
Head wrestling coach Stomatis
Bulgaris and assistant Eric Harman would like to improve last
year's excellent record of 13-5
with an undefeated 78-79 season.
"Our main objective is to place
in the top two teams at the
regionals in order to qualify for
the nationals," commented Bulgaris. whose team placed fourteenth ir. last year's nationals.
This will be the first year teams
must qualify to go to the meet.
BULGARIS, IN his seventh
year as head coach, started the
WSU wrestling program six years
ago, after also initiating the
program at the University of
Dayton, where he coached for six
years.
The team is now in its fourth
week ot practice and second week
of running. Each wrestler is
required to run a minimum of two
miles at each practice before a
wrestling session on the mat
which lasts from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
each day. Everyone must also run
three miles under a certain time
before equipment is issued to
them.
The current squad is composed
of 29 members, including 20
freshmen and 3 sophomores,
juniors and seniors. Six of the
nine returnees include senior

lettermen Jim Parsons (167 lbs.),
Jim Kordick (118) and David
Fullenkamp (158). junior lettermen Rusty Hafer (150) and Anton
7.ink (177) along with sophomore
Dan willeford (150).
KORDICK LED last year's
team with a 25-3 personal record
and has a three year combined
mark of 86-12.
Parsons went 21-5 last season,
going undefeated in 15 dual
meets.
Parsons, a graduate of Fairborn
Park Hills, feels this year's squad
looks "real good" and that several good freshmen recruits will
be able to make up for the loss of
three graduating "big winners",
which included Gary Wise. Eu-

gene Wright and Larry Macune.
He alio stressed tfie need for
support and publicity for the
team, which is always important
for any team and has seldom been
present fo' past WSU wrestling
teams.
PARSONS ALSO stated that
the reason behind the team's past
successes is attributed to the
superb coaching of Bulgaris,
whom Parsons thinks is among
the best in the country.

Top recruited freshmen include
heavyweight Steve Bear (Wilmington), Scott Bradley (150
pounder from Centerville), 134
pounder Scott Smith (Elder), and
area sensation Craig Miller from
Belmont, who will wrestle at 134
pounds.

coaches. Miller sports a 108-8-1
high school record, including four
sectional and city championships.
He also was district champ once,
and placed third another time,
qualifying him for two trips to the
state matches. He went 29-1 last
year.

Miller, who came to WSU via
scholarship, said the Raiders
have a good team with good
people, along with one of the best

THE RAIDERS will open their
season at home, hosting the Ohio
Open on November 17 and 18.

EARN UP TO S.tOO A

ARTIST WANTED

MONTH IN CASH AS

New gallery featuring
student art:

A PLASMA DONOR

pamtngs, sculptures,

YOU MUST BE_18

photographs, etc.
Call Bi McGovern
253-3418
or
256-1012

love & the
great outdoors
GEAR UP FOR FALL
Quality outdoor clothing for men and
women. Backpacking, climbing gear, an
cross country ski rcntah and sales too.
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